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Abstract: We study lower bounds on the minimal distance in theory space between
four-dimensional superconformal field theories (SCFTs) connected via broad classes of
renormalization group (RG) flows preserving various amounts of supersymmetry (SUSY).
For N = 1 RG flows, the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) endpoints of the flow can
be parametrically close. On the other hand, for RG flows emanating from a maximally
supersymmetric SCFT, the distance to the IR theory cannot be arbitrarily small regardless
of the amount of (non-trivial) SUSY preserved along the flow. The case of RG flows from
N = 2 UV SCFTs is more subtle. We argue that for RG flows preserving the full N = 2
SUSY, there are various obstructions to finding examples with parametrically close UV
and IR endpoints. Under reasonable assumptions, these obstructions include: unitarity,
known bounds on the c central charge derived from associativity of the operator product
expansion, and the central charge bounds of Hofman and Maldacena. On the other hand,
for RG flows that break N = 2 → N = 1, it is possible to find IR fixed points that are
parametrically close to the UV ones. In this case, we argue that if the UV SCFT possesses
a single stress tensor, then such RG flows excite of order all the degrees of freedom of the
UV theory. Furthermore, if the UV theory has some flavor symmetry, we argue that the
UV central charges should not be too large relative to certain parameters in the theory.
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1 Introduction
Quantum field theory (QFT) describes an astonishing range of physics: from spin systems
at criticality to colliding particles to quantum gravity in Anti de Sitter space. Given this
remarkable diversity and reach, one particularly interesting (and difficult) problem is to
describe the space of possible QFTs, commonly referred to as “theory A slightly simpler
though still daunting problem is to characterize the space of conformal field theories (CFTs)
— see [1] for a recent discussion.1
Individual CFTs can be described in terms of a relatively simple set of numerical
data. A particularly important subset of the CFT data describes the aggregate behavior
of the theory: for example, the conformal anomaly coefficients measure the CFT’s collec-
tive response to gravity (in a curved four-dimensional background, the conformal anomaly
contains the Euler density and the square of the Weyl tensor with coefficients a and c
respectively), while quantities like the two-point function coefficients of the internal sym-
metry currents, τij , measure the collective response of the CFT to the presence of a weakly
coupled gauge field.
The CFT data also obeys various simple physical consistency conditions. Of these
many constraints, some important ones we will encounter again below include (note that
we will only study unitary theories):
1Throughout this work we will specialize to four dimensions, but some of the statements we make have
analogs in other dimensions.
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• The c anomaly coefficient and the current two-point functions, τij , are constrained
to be positive definite by unitarity.
• From the positivity of energy flux correlators, the ratio of a and c should fall in a
certain finite and positive range of values [2] (thus rendering a positive as well).2
• Associativity of the operator product expansion (OPE) applied to the four point
function of a real Lorentz scalar primary, O, of dimension d implies that c (and
therefore, by the previous condition, a) is bounded from below by some universal
positive function of d, f(d) [4, 5]. Furthermore, the size of the OPE coefficients of
operators, O′, of dimension D appearing in the OO OPE are bounded from above
by some function M(d,D) [6] (here we are taking a basis of canonically normalized
primaries; note that f(d) and M(d,D) have only been numerically computed for
certain ranges of d and D, but it seems plausible to extend the analysis to larger
ranges of values).
Heuristically, the last bullet point amounts to saying that there should be some min-
imal (non-zero) amount of stuff present in a unitary theory and that the CFT cannot be
arbitrarily strongly coupled (at least in the precise sense above).
CFTs are also useful because they describe the endpoints of RG flows.3 We can then
compare the constrained numerical CFT data in the deep UV and the deep IR and search
for laws that describe the RG flow and the part of theory space that it probes. The
seminal result in this line of research is Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem for two-dimensional
RG flows [19], which states that a flow connects two CFTs — TUV at short distances with
TIR at long distances — only if the respective central charges, cUV, and, cIR, satisfy
cUV > cIR . (1.1)
Note that in our definition of the RG flow, we imagine that we introduce a scale into
the theory by turning on some relevant deformation, and so we exclude motion along
a manifold of fixed points (a so-called “conformal manifold”) — such motion leaves c
invariant. Clearly, the c-theorem introduces an ordering in the space of two dimensional
CFTs (or, more precisely, into the space of conformal manifolds).
In fact, Zamolodchikov proved slightly more. In particular, he constructed a c func-
tion that decreases monotonically along the RG flow (depending on the RG scale only
2See [3] for an interesting recent analysis of theories that saturate these bounds.
3In this paper we only consider UV-complete quantum field theories (QFTs). This requirement guaran-
tees that the endpoints of the RG flow are scale invariant (although possibly trivial in the IR). Furthermore,
under rather mild assumptions, such theories must also be conformal in two dimensions [7]. In four dimen-
sions the situation is more complicated, but recent work has shed a great deal of light on this question [8–17]
(the relationship between scale and conformal invariance has also been explored in other dimensions [18]),
and it is clear that if unitary interacting scale invariant (but non-conformal) theories exist, they must be
very special (see, in particular, the recent non-perturbative conditions derived in [16]). Note that the free
two-form theory in four dimensions is unitary, scale-invariant, and non-conformal — the authors of [16]
have emphasized that this conclusion holds for the case of a non-compact gauge symmetry; this theory is
also special since it does not have a well-defined scaling current.
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through the couplings of the theory) and interpolates between cUV and cIR (this c-function
is stationary in the deep UV and the deep IR).
One can naturally conjecture a generalization of (1.1) to RG flows in higher dimensions.
In d even dimensions, the natural generalization of c is the coefficient of the logarithmically
divergent piece of the partition function of the theory on the d-sphere, Sd, while in d odd
dimensions, the natural generalization is the constant piece of the partition function on Sd
(this term is referred to in the literature as “F”, and it has been argued to obey an inequality
— conjectured by various authors [20–23] — analogous to (1.1) in three dimensions [24]).
Since we will be working in four dimensions throughout this paper, the most relevant
generalization of (1.1) for our purposes is the a-theorem (originally conjectured in [25]) of
Komargodski and Schwimmer [26, 27] which states that the four-dimensional RG flow con-
nects a UV theory, TUV, with an IR theory, TIR, only if the a central charge we introduced
above (note that a can also be defined as the coefficient of the logarithmically divergent
part of the partition function of the theory on S4), satisfies
aUV > aIR . (1.2)
As in the case of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem in two dimensions, the a-theorem implies
an ordering on the space of four-dimensional CFTs.4 Note, however, that there is not as
yet a direct generalization of Zamolodchikov’s c-function to a monotonically decreasing
a-function depending on the RG scale only through the couplings (it may well be the case
that such a function can be constructed using elements introduced in [26]).
Another useful aspect of CFTs is that they define natural metrics in the patches of
theory space to which they belong (see also [29]). These metrics are matrices of two-point
functions for primaries in the CFT,
G0IJ ∼ 〈OI(x)OJ(0)〉 · x2DI , (1.3)
where DI is the scaling dimension of OI (in writing the above metric, we are imagining that
the OI are hermitian; therefore, unitarity constrains this metric to be positive definite).
Slightly away from criticality, we can use conformal perturbation theory to find the radiative
corrections to G0IJ . Extending (1.3) globally away from a given CFT is a very subtle
problem, and there may be other metrics that are more useful for this purpose (see the
discussion in [1]), but these global issues will be immaterial for us below and are beyond
the scope of this work. We simply note that (1.3) provides a reasonable notion of distance
in theory space in the vicinity of a given CFT, and we will assume that we can find some
appropriate generalization of distance in the rest of theory space that locally approximates
distances computed with (1.3).
The above discussion is rather general and does not assume the existence of additional
symmetries beyond the conformal group (at very special points in the space of theories).
It is therefore reasonable to expect that we should be able to derive more powerful results
if we study certain subclasses of theories with more symmetry. For example, in [30] we
4Generalizing the c-theorem to other dimensions remains an open problem (see, e.g. [28]).
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Figure 1. For theories with less supersymmetry, we expect that the dynamics in the vicinity of
the UV theory is richer and that the RG flow can often connect multiple fixed points in the same
neighborhood (left). On the other hand, in theories with more supersymmetry, we expect that the
flow typically comes to a stop due to dynamics in another patch of theory space (right). Note that
TUV,IR may be part of some (distinct) non-trivial conformal manifolds.
conjectured and tested an additional constraint on four-dimensional RG flows that are su-
persymmetric (and also R-symmetric).5 This constraint gives rise to predictions about the
IR phases of certain supersymmetric theories that are not constrained by the a-theorem.6
In this note, we are interested in understanding how “repulsive” SCFTs are in the
space of supersymmetric theories. More concretely, we start with some UV SCFT, TUV,
and we turn on a SUSY-preserving relevant deformation that initiates an RG flow to a
new SUSY fixed point, TIR (with the brief exception of studying motion on the moduli
space of the N = 4 theory, we will mostly avoid discussing RG flows that consist of
breaking conformal symmetry spontaneously in the UV CFT; we will typically treat any
vevs for CFT operators as small perturbations of our relevant deformations in the UV).
We then search for lower bounds on the distance between the end points of the RG flow
in theories with differing amounts of SUSY (see figure 1). Intuitively, we expect that the
more supersymmetric our theory is, the more constrained the short-distance dynamics and
therefore the more likely it is that the resulting RG flows will be forced to traverse a large
distance in theory space (we expect that some non-perturbative dynamics in a different
patch of theory space will usually be needed to bring the RG flow to a stop). In making
these notions more precise, we will make contact with many general properties of CFTs,
including various theory-independent bounds on the central charges of CFTs (some of
which we have already mentioned above).
Note that we can define the “distance” between TUV and TIR in many ways. As we
discussed above, one way that makes sense in the vicinity of TUV is to use the metric
in (1.3). In particular, if the IR theory can be described in terms of UV operators with
some small changes in couplings, δλI , then we can characterize the distance between the
theories as
d(TUV, TIR) =
∫
γ
(
GIJdλ
IdλJ
) 1
2 ∼ (G0IJδλIδλJ) 12 = (δIJδλIδλJ) 12 = d0(TUV, TIR) , (1.4)
5See [31] for an interesting holographic interpretation. In [32] we studied extensions of [30] to theories
with small amounts of SUSY breaking.
6See [33–37] for additional proposed constraints on supersymmetric RG flows.
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where we have chosen an orthonormal basis at TUV, i.e. G0IJ = δIJ . In (1.4), γ is a minimal
length geodesic connecting TUV and TIR in the space of theories, and d0 is an approximation
for very small changes in the λI .7 Presumably (1.4) is well-defined if TIR is within some
small but finite universal distance Duniv > d(TUV, TIR) from TUV.8 Otherwise, we would
find that there are theories with arbitrarily small changes in couplings of finitely normalized
operators where (1.4) is no longer well-defined, and the IR theory should be written in terms
of some new degrees of freedom, i.e., TIR is in a different patch of theory space. Such a
situation would occur if we are forced to consider RG flows between TUV and TIR with
arbitrarily large beta functions in the vicinity of TUV (measured in a scheme-independent
way via the metric) or if TUV has arbitrarily large OPE coefficients for unit normalized
operators. Recall from our above discussion that associativity of the OPE applied to scalar
four-point functions already requires certain upper bounds on OPE coefficients [6, 38]. This
fact suggests that the physics in neighborhoods of CFTs should be smooth.
Another potentially interesting measure of the distance between the endpoints of the
RG flow is the change in the a anomaly, δa = aUV − aIR (see, e.g. [33]).9 This measure
of distance has the advantage that it can often be computed exactly in SUSY RG flows
(sometimes even if TIR is in a different patch of theory space, as in the case of SQCD in the
free magnetic phase), and we can then test whether δa is bounded positively from below
or not in different classes of theories.10
In fact, it is reasonable to assume that bounds on δa and bounds on d are related (note
that if the RG flow probes a new patch of theory space and (1.4) is not well-defined, then
we simply say that d ≥ Duniv, where we have defined Duniv below (1.4)). For example, if
we can establish that δa > ∆univ for a class of RG flows (here ∆univ > 0 is a universal
constant for the class), then we expect that d > duniv for some universal 0 < duniv < Duniv.
Indeed, if this were not the case, then we would find theories in the class with d arbitrarily
small and δa finite. Such a situation would be incompatible with continuity (note that in
the neighborhood of the CFT, we can write an a-function that is closely related to (1.4)11).
As we will see in the subsequent sections, minimally supersymmetric RG flows can
connect parametrically close UV and IR SCFTs (in both senses we described above), while
7Note that d(TUV, TIR) is scheme independent since it is diffeomorphism invariant in the space of cou-
plings. Of course, we should interpret (1.4) with care, since theory space is infinite dimensional (one
simplification we can make is to ignore the highly irrelevant directions around TUV).
8Note that we are assuming G0IJ is well-defined; therefore, we will not discuss theories with free gauge
fields.
9In [39], the authors discussed RG flows with δa = 0 and so we should interpret δa as a measure of the
length of the RG flow with care. For our purposes here, we simply note that the δa = 0 RG flows of [39]
are special in the sense that they can be understood as being initiated by giving vevs to scalars that only
interact with the UV SCFT via highly irrelevant operators. In particular, turning on these vevs does not
generate relevant deformations of the UV theory.
10Note that δa is a measure of distance only in directions of theory space normal to conformal manifolds
(since we have δa = 0 for exactly marginal deformations). On the other hand, if we want to consider motion
along a conformal manifold, then we can still use (1.4) as a measure of distance. However, in this paper,
we are only interested in motion normal to conformal manifolds.
11a-functions in the vicinity of CFTs have been much-discussed in the recent literature, see [15] for
a review.
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RG flows that preserve some non-minimal SUSY cannot. More precisely, we will show that
— under reasonable assumptions — for RG flows with N = 2 SUSY at least one of the
following applies
(i) δa > ∆univ > 0.
(ii) The IR superconformal R current must mix with currents that are badly broken in the
UV SCFT, i.e., currents that have short-distance dimension 3+ γ with γ > γuniv > 0
(here γuniv is a universal positive number).
(iii) TIR is in a different patch of theory space than TUV. In particular, the short-distance
and long-distance degrees of freedom are necessarily different.
(iv) The RG flow proceeds along directions with an ill-defined Zamolodchikov metric.
This result is already enough to show that d > duniv, since otherwise we would again
run into the requirement that there are RG flows with arbitrarily large UV beta func-
tions (measured via GIJ) or UV SCFTs with arbitrarily large OPE coefficients for unit
normalized operators.12 Furthermore, if we assume that there exists some a-function that
interpolates between aUV and aIR and is not “fine-tuned”, then we can conclude that δa
is always bounded positively from below in RG flows with non-minimal SUSY.
If we start with an N = 2 supersymmetric theory and explicitly break it to N = 1,
then it is possible that the RG flow can be parametrically short (note that we could also
imagine studying RG flows that are N = 1 supersymmetric except for an accidental N = 2
SUSY appearing in the deep IR; we will not discuss such RG flows in this work). However,
if the N = 2 theory has some flavor symmetry and a single stress tensor (i.e., a single
sector), then there are constraints on how large the central charges can be relative to the
inverse of the deviation from marginality of the relevant deformations that initiate the flow.
In these cases (modulo an assumption we discuss below), the RG flow necessarily excites
of order all the degrees of freedom that contribute to the central charges of the UV theory.
Let us briefly discuss the plan for the rest of the paper. In the next section, we describe
some of the general aspects of the RG flows we study. In section three we discuss RG flows
with minimal SUSY, while in section four we discuss RG flows emanating from N = 2
SCFTs (we consider RG flows that preserve both the full N = 2 SUSY as well as those
that preserve only an N = 1 subalgebra). In section five we briefly discuss RG flows from
N = 4 theories, and then we conclude in section six. In the appendix we prove a simple
and useful result on the absence of mixing of almost conserved symmetries of N = 2 UV
SCFTs with the IR superconformal R current under certain assumptions that we describe
in detail.
12One interesting example of (iii) occurs when some unbroken non-abelian symmetries of the UV theory
decouple in the IR. Indeed, if one can generalize the discussion in [38] on bounds for non-abelian current
two-point functions (more precisely, these bounds are on ratios of the two-point function coefficients to the
indices of the representations of certain charged operators) to theories with arbitrary non-abelian symmetry
groups and matter representations, then the UV non-abelian two-point function coefficients, τUVij > 0, must
be bounded positively (and universally) from below (more precisely, this bound would be on the ratio of
the two-point function coefficients to the indices of the representations for low-lying scalar operators in the
theory). In this case, we expect that τUVij cannot flow to zero for arbitrarily small d.
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2 General aspects of the SUSY RG flow
In this section we would like to describe some general aspects of the SUSY RG flows we
study. We start by taking some UV SCFT, TUV, and turning on a relevant deformation
(we assume that any non-trivial vevs for CFT operators are sub-leading deformations at
short distances). Unitarity constrains this deformation to be of the form13
δW = λiµ3−DiOi , Di = 3−∆i , (2.1)
where Oi is a relevant chiral primary of dimension Di (here 0 < ∆i ≤ 2 is the deviation
from marginality). Note that even though we will discuss theories with non-minimal SUSY,
it is useful to use N = 1 superspace notation to describe our theories. For simplicity, we
will assume that our chiral primaries are canonically normalized
gij = 〈Oi(x)O†j(0)〉 · x
2Di = δij . (2.2)
In the vicinity of the UV theory, the physics is controlled by the operator product
expansions (OPEs) for the deformations
Oi(x)O†j(0) =
δij
|x|6−2∆i +
TA
ij
|x|4−∆i−∆j JA +
cI
ij
|x|6−DI−∆i−∆j LI + · · · . (2.3)
Here the LI are scalar primaries of dimension DI > 2, and the JA (satisfying
[
Q2, JA
]
=[
Q
2
, JA
]
= 0) are dimension two primary operators corresponding to the flavor (from the
N = 1 perspective, this means non-U(1)R) symmetries of TUV that the relevant deforma-
tions are charged under (the JA are sometimes called “moment maps” for the corresponding
symmetries). The JA operators are related by SUSY to conserved symmetry currents.
14
The TA
ij
specify the corresponding charges. More precisely,
TA
ij
= 4π2 · τAB (tB)ki δkj , (2.4)
where τAB is the inverse of the Zamolodchikov metric for the moment maps, and (tA)
k
i is
a representation matrix for the symmetries corresponding to JA (with charge QA) acting
on Ok
τAB = 〈JA(x)JB(0)〉 · (2π)4 · |x|4 > 0 , [QA,Oi] = − (tA)ji Oj . (2.5)
13Note that asymptotically free gauge fields do not lead to parametrically small d (they do not lead to
parametrically small δa either if we assume that there is a non-fine-tuned decreasing a-function). Indeed,
in these cases, the Zamolodchikov metric is singular (see, e.g., [27]). Such deformations are therefore not
of interest to us. We will also not consider deforming by operators that are, on their own, (marginally)
irrelevant but become relevant when we add a genuinely relevant operator to the action. Much of what we
will say carries over to this case, but there are a few caveats.
14The ellipses in (2.3) include higher-dimensional descendants of the LI and the JA — in particular,
the corresponding spin one conserved currents, jAµ, which sit in the θθ components of the JA superfields
and various non-conserved vector operators LIµ. Note that the LIµ may include approximately conserved
currents of the UV theory. We will discuss such operators further below.
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As we go to long distances, we expect that the description of the physics in terms of the
OPEs in (2.3) will typically break down unless the IR theory is in the same patch of theory
space as the UV SCFT.
From the general discussion in the introduction, it is clear that in order to search
for RG flows with parametrically small distance between the UV and IR endpoints as
measured by d ∼ d0 in (1.4), we should study RG flows initiated by almost marginal
relevant deformations, i.e., deformations with ∆i ≪ 1 (otherwise we would again need to
find UV theories with arbitrarily large OPE coefficients for finitely normalized operators or
RG flows with arbitrarily large UV beta functions measured with gij so that the relevant
deformation flows to a marginal or irrelevant operator in the IR).
We can examine such theories in more detail by using the OPEs in (2.3) to compute
the low-order beta functions (we impose a short-distance cutoff on operator collisions in
superspace). For simplicity, let us consider the case of a UV SCFT with a single U(1)
flavor symmetry, U , and let us turn on a single relevant deformation, δW = λµ∆O, with
∆ = ǫ ≪ 1 and charge U(O) = ǫ. In this case, we find that the physical (as opposed to
holomorphic) coupling changes according to
β = −ǫλ+ 4π4 ǫ
2
τU
λ3 + · · · , (2.6)
where we have taken λ to be real, and τU is the two-point function of U in the UV SCFT.
Note that in this case, the OPE (2.3) takes the formO(x)O†(0) = ···+ ǫ√
τU |x|4−2ǫ ·
4π2U(0)√
τU
+···,
and the OPE coefficient bounds of [6] require
ǫ√
τU
< M(DO, 2) , (2.7)
where M is a universal (finite) function depending on the UV dimension of O, DO, and
the UV dimension of U (which is two). Alternatively, we may simply note that the upper
bounds of [4] on the ratio of operator charges squared to current two-point function coef-
ficients preclude the quantity in (2.7) from being arbitrarily large.15 From this discussion,
we see that
d ∼ d0(TUV, TIR) = λ∗ =
( τU
4π4ǫ
) 1
2
. (2.8)
Provided that τU ∼ ǫN with 1 < N . 2, d0 can be parametrically small, and we can trust
our perturbative analysis. The upper bound on N follows from (2.7).
From the general discussion in the introduction, this RG flow should then also have
parametrically small δa. Indeed, using the formula for the leading-order change in a, we
see that
δa ∼ −64π
4
3
∫ λ∗
0
dλ · β = 4
3
τU , (2.9)
where this equation implicitly includes a factor of the Zamolodchikov metric (here trivially
set to unity). Note that we have the hierarchy δa ∼ ǫN+12 · d0 ≪ d0, which reflects the
15Technically, one needs to extend the analyses of [6] and [4] to higher DO, since here DO ∼ 3, but such
an extension does not seem to be problematic.
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fact that the entire RG flow occurs in the neighborhood of an SCFT. We expect that for
more general RG flows — where most of the RG evolution is not spent in the vicinity of
an SCFT — the flow of a is not fine-tuned.16
Using ’t Hooft anomaly matching, we can write an exact expression for δa as long as
the perturbative and non-perturbative corrections to the RG flow are sufficiently small.
More precisely, we note that the U symmetry current superfield defines an RG-conserved
R symmetry current via [40]
D
α˙
Rαα˙ = D
2
DαU . (2.10)
In components, we have that Rµ = R˜
UV
µ +
2
3Uµ, where Rµ is the RG-conserved R current,
and R˜UVµ is the UV superconformal R current.
17 In the IR, we expect that this current
multiplet flows to R˜IRµ , and, using the fact that a = 3TrR˜
3− R˜, ’t Hooft anomaly matching
implies the exact result18
δa =
4
3
τU − 8
9
TrU3 . (2.11)
If we study an RG flow from a more general TUV with a more complicated symmetry
group, then we should also take these symmetries into account when computing aIR. More
precisely, these symmetries introduce an ambiguity in (2.10) under which U → Ut =
U + taJa and R → Rt = R + 23 taJa (here the Ja are the additional symmetry currents of
TUV that are preserved by the relevant deformations that take us to TIR). We can compute
the IR superconformal R symmetry by maximizing the trial a anomaly functional [44]
at = 3TrR
3
t − TrRt , (2.12)
with respect to the ta. This procedure then defines a corresponding U operator that we
will simply denote as U , and it is this operator that then appears in the generalization
of (2.11) to cases with multiple UV symmetries.
Note that for N = 2-preserving theories, we typically cannot use ’t Hooft anomaly
matching since we usually do not have an appropriate candidate superconformal R symme-
try. However, in conformal perturbation theory, we formally find a U multiplet that satisfies
〈U(x)Ja(0)〉 = 0 , (2.13)
for all preserved N = 2 flavor symmetries, Ja (these are symmetries that commute with
the N = 2 superconformal algebra). In N = 1 theories, when we work in conformal
16Note that in arriving at the expressions in (2.8) and (2.9) we have assumed that the relevant deformation
does not back-react on the theory. For example, we have neglected higher-order perturbative corrections
or the possibility that the relevant deformation may lead to a non-perturbative renormalization of the
superpotential or a shift in the vacuum of the theory (one could even imagine that the relevant deformation
triggers dynamics that lead to spontaneous SUSY breaking or a run-away potential). Such corrections
would generically push d to larger values.
17In more general settings, the U operator is defined (modulo unimportant shifts) when the theory has
an FZ multiplet [40] (most theories have such a multiplet, with the exception of theories with FI terms [41]
or non-trivial target space topology). See [42] for some recent applications of this multiplet and [43] for an
additional general discussion.
18Note that our conventions imply that a is normalized such that a = 2
9
for a free chiral superfield.
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perturbation theory, there is a natural U operator that satisfies (2.13) and differs from the
one determined by a-maximization by at most higher-order perturbative corrections.
In general, we should also include potential accidental symmetries — broken symme-
tries of the UV that become conserved in the IR — when we compute aIR and attempt to
establish bounds on δa (see [30] for a discussion of various subtleties and caveats; see also
the interesting discussion in [45]).19 Typically, this is a difficult task. In the case of N = 2
RG flows, we will show that under certain reasonable assumptions, accidental symmetries
must descend from badly broken symmetries of the UV theory (note that the topological
twisting technique used in [46] can also be very useful for many N = 2 theories; see also
the techniques in [47] and [48]).
3 N = 1 theories
Let us first discuss the case of N = 1 RG flows. For such theories, it is straightforward to
check that d and δa can be arbitrarily small. In other words, given any real number r > 0,
there exists an N = 1 RG flow with d, δa < r.
By the discussion in the previous section, we should study RG flows that can be
described at leading order in conformal perturbation theory. In N = 1 SUSY there is a
rich set of such RG flows. However, as we alluded to above, the simplest class of these
theories — RG flows from asymptotically free fixed points to weakly interacting Banks-
Zaks (BZ) theories in the IR — do not have arbitrarily small d or δa. Formally, the reason
that these quantities cannot be made arbitrarily small is that the Zamolodchikov metric is
singular when we take the gauge coupling, g, to zero (see also the recent discussion in [27])
and compensates the small beta function — heuristically, the reason is that even though
these flows are parametrically weakly coupled, the free UV fixed point is infinitely far away.
For example, consider SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf flavors and Nc, Nf →∞ with x ≡ NcNf =
1
3(1+ǫ) fixed (ǫ≪ 1). In this regime, the theory is governed by the following beta function
βg = − g
3
16π2
(
3Nx−N − 1
8π2
N2xg2
)
+ · · · , (3.1)
where N = Nf and the interplay between the one and two-loop beta functions results in a
parametrically small IR ’t Hooft coupling, λ∗ ∼ ǫ. At leading order, δa is just
δa =
16N2x2
3
∫
dg
g2
βg =
2N2ǫ2
9
+ · · · . (3.2)
Since ǫ ∼ N−1, we see that δa ∼ O(1) cannot be made arbitrarily small (note that
d ∼ d0 = ∞). The reason there is a lower bound on this quantity is that the factor
of g−2 arising from the Zamolodchikov metric enhances the UV contribution to δa.20
19Our definition of accidental symmetry here does not include conserved symmetries of the UV theory
that are broken by relevant deformations that decay to zero in the IR and do not change the course of the
RG flow.
20A more natural way to write (3.2) is in terms of the holomorphic coupling, τ = 4πi
g2
+ Θ
2π
. Working in this
variable, we find δa ∼ (N2x2−1)
∫
d(Im τ)
(Im τ)2
βImτ , where the Zamolodchikov metric is now gττ ∼ (Im τ)
−2 [49].
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Clearly, to find an example of a class of RG flows with arbitrarily small d, δa, we
should consider theories in which the Zamolodchikov metric is well-behaved. Furthermore,
our discussion in the previous section motivates us to look for RG flows initiated by almost
marginal deformations. To that end, consider the following weakly coupled class of SCFTs:
the interacting fixed points of SU(Nc) adjoint SQCD with Nf flavors and vanishing super-
potential in the limit Nc, Nf → ∞ holding x = 12(1 + ǫ) fixed (for ǫ ≪ 1). Let us further
suppose that we add a free singlet chiral superfield, ϕ, to the UV theory. Next, let us
deform the theory by turning on
δW = λϕTr X2 , (3.3)
where X is the adjoint superfield. Using a-maximization [44], we find that D(ϕTr X2) =
3− ǫ+ · · ·, and so this deformation is slightly relevant and takes the theory to an IR fixed
point with R˜IR(ϕTr X
2) = 3 (note again that we have taken Nf = N). Computing δa,
we find
δa =
4
3
ǫ2 + · · · ≪ 1 . (3.4)
Clearly δa (and d ∼ d0) can be made arbitrarily small as we take ǫ ∼ N−1 → 0 (and, since
the flow is R-symmetric, τU ∼ 34δa can be made arbitrarily small as well). Note that in
the limit of large N , δa is independent of N . The reason for this is simple: the leading
quantum effects of the RG flow are captured by the change in the dimension of the ϕ field
(similar effects were noted in [50]). Since this operator is a singlet, it doesn’t know about
the gauge theory data (at leading order), and hence we expect δa (and d ∼ d0) to be
independent of N when N ≫ 1.
We can also find examples of RG flows with arbitrarily small δa that are fully interact-
ing (i.e., no free fields anywhere along the RG flow) and strongly coupled. Indeed, consider
the interacting fixed point of SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf flavors in the limit Nc, Nf →∞ with
x = 12(1 + ǫ) (let us again set N = Nf ). Since this theory has no adjoint superfield, it is
very strongly coupled (in both the electric and magnetic descriptions). We can then turn
on the following deformation
δW = λ(Q1Q˜1)
2 . (3.5)
Since R˜(Qi) = R˜(Q˜i) =
1
2(1 − ǫ), (3.5) is relevant, with dimension 3(1 − ǫ), and initiates
an RG flow to an IR fixed point with R˜IR(Q1) = R˜IR(Q˜1) =
1
2 with
δa =
9N
8
ǫ2 + · · · ≪ 1 . (3.6)
Again we see that δa can be made arbitrarily small as we take ǫ ∼ N−1 → 0 (and again,
since the flow is R-symmetric, τU ∼ 34δa can be made arbitrarily small as well). Note
that at large N , δa depends linearly on N . This dependence reflects the fact that we are
(at leading order) changing the anomalous dimension of the O(2N) degrees of freedom in
Q1, Q˜
1, while the remaining degrees of freedom are essentially inert.
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4 RG flows from N = 2 SCFTs
In this section we will discuss the case of RG flows emanating from an N = 2 SCFT.
We will consider both RG flows that preserve the full N = 2 as well as those that break
N = 2→ N = 1 explicitly.21 We begin by recalling some basic facts about N = 2 SCFTs.
4.1 N = 2 SCFTs
An N = 2 SCFT has an SU(2)R × U(1)R R symmetry (if the SCFT consists of multiple
decoupled sectors, then there are independent SU(2)R × U(1)R symmetries acting on the
various subsectors). The corresponding currents reside in a real multiplet of dimension two
and SU(2)R spin zero satisfying
D(ij)J = 0 , (4.1)
where i, j = 1, 2 are SU(2)R indices, and the D
i
α are the chiral superspace derivatives. One
particularly important operator in the J multiplet is the primary, J = J | (here the symbol
“|” indicates that we set the N = 2 Grassman coordinates to zero). This operator is the
moment map for the linear combination of SU(2)R×U(1)R that leaves the manifest N = 1
superspace invariant (i.e., this linear combination is a flavor symmetry from the point of
view of the manifest N = 1 SUSY). The corresponding symmetry current, Jµ, sits in the
θ1αθ1α˙ component of the J multiplet and satisfies
Jµ = R
N=2
µ − 2I3µ , (4.2)
where RN=2µ is the N = 2 superconformal U(1)R current, and I3µ is the current cor-
responding to the I3 ⊂ SU(2)R symmetry. The superspace coordinates have charges
RN=2(θ1) = RN=2(θ2) = 1 and I3(θ1) = −I3(θ2) = 12 under U(1)R and I3 respectively
(therefore, these coordinates have charges J(θ1) = 0, J(θ2) = 2 under J).
We can also consider N = 2 flavor symmetry currents22 (i.e., currents for symme-
tries that commute with the N = 2 superconformal algebra). These operators reside in
dimension two multiplets of SU(2)R spin one, L
ij , satisfying
L†ij = ǫikǫjlLkl , Lij = Lji , D(iαL
jk) = D
(i
α˙L
jk) = 0 . (4.3)
From the last equation (and using the fact that D
2
α˙ ∼ D1α˙ is the anti-chiral covariant
derivative for the N = 1 manifest superspace), we see that L22| = µ is an N = 1 chiral
operator (this operator is often referred to as the “holomorphic moment map” of the
symmetry). On the other hand, we see that iL12| = J is the (real) moment map of the
symmetry, since
[(
Q1
)2
, J
]
=
[(
Q1
)2
, J
]
= 0.23
21For a recent discussion on spontaneous breaking of N = 2 SUSY, see [51].
22Below, we will also briefly discuss spin one currents that reside in multiplets with higher spin currents,
but these multiplets will not play a significant role in our analysis.
23We can make this discussion more concrete by considering the U(1) flavor symmetry rotating a free
hypermultiplet, (Q, Q˜†), by a common phase. In this case, J ∼ Q†Q− Q˜†Q˜ and µ ∼ QQ˜. Weakly gauging
the symmetry we find that the Ka¨hler potential includes a term δK ∼ V J and the superpotential contains
the N = 2 companion term δW ∼ Φµ where (V,Φ) is the N = 2 vector multiplet (with Φ the component
N = 1 adjoint chiral superfield).
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Another important aspect of N = 2 SCFTs that we will use below are the relations
imposed by unitarity and the superconformal algebra on the dimensions, R symmetry
quantum numbers, and Lorentz spins of various short and semi-short representations (see,
e.g., [52–55] for additional details). One particularly interesting class of operators for us
below will be the operators satisfying Q
(i
α˙Oi1···iN )α1···α2j = 0 with Q(iαOi1···iN )α1···α2j 6= 0 (in this case,
O11···1α1···α2j is annihilated by Q2α˙). These operators satisfy
D = 2jR +
1
2
RN=2, RN=2 ≥ 2(j + 1) . (4.4)
This class of operators includes the SU(2)R spin zero chiral operators that are annihilated
by Qiα˙. The conjugate operators satisfy (in this case, O†11···1α1···α2j , is annihilated by Q
1
α)
D = 2jR − 1
2
RN=2, RN=2 ≤ −2(j + 1) . (4.5)
Other interesting operators include those defined by the conditions Q
(i
α˙Oi1···iN ) =
Q
(i
αOi1···iN ) = 0. This class of operators includes the SU(2)R spin one-half hypermulti-
plet and the SU(2)R spin one conserved current multiplet (see (4.3); the operator O11···1 is
annihilated by both Q1α and Q2α˙). These operators satisfy
D = 2jR, jR ≥ 1
2
, RN=2 = 0 . (4.6)
Finally, the multiplet that includes the SU(2)R×U(1)R currents and stress tensor satisfies
D = 2, jR = RN=2 = 0 , (4.7)
while higher spin currents sit in multiplets with D = 2 + j + j > 2.
4.2 N = 2 RG flows
Before proceeding to discuss relevant deformations of N = 2 SCFTs, we note in passing
that there are no direct N = 2 analogs of the N = 1 BZ flows. Indeed, consider N = 2
SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf flavors and
Nc
Nf
= 12(1 + ǫ) fixed in the limit Nc, Nf → ∞ with
ǫ ≪ 1. If we turn on some non-zero gauge coupling, we find that the perturbative beta
function is saturated at one loop (see [56] and references therein) and so, unlike in the
N = 1 case around (3.1), there is no IR fixed point at small but finite gauge coupling.24
Since we wish to understand if it is possible to construct N = 2 RG flows with d and
δa parametrically small, it is natural to study N = 2 SCFTs with almost marginal relevant
deformations.25 Note, however, that we will consider N = 2 theories with more general
24Indeed, the anomalous dimensions for the hypermultiplets vanish since the corresponding mass terms
are related to conserved flavor currents by N = 2 SUSY as in (4.3). We can also check that there are no
fixed points at small coupling since any putative R symmetry would assign charge zero to the adjoint, Φ.
Therefore, gauge invariant monomials like Tr ΦN would also have zero superconformal R charge — thereby
violating unitarity. Furthermore, under this putative R symmetry, we would have aIR = cIR = 0, which
would be inconsistent with an interacting IR fixed point.
25Recall from the discussion around (3.1) that RG flows with d and δa parametrically small should have a
well-defined Zamolodchikov metric. Therefore, we do not consider the possibility of adding asymptotically
free gauge fields to the UV theory.
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relevant deformations at the end of this section. We begin by discussing the RG flow in
the vicinity of the UV fixed point and studying δa.
Choosing some manifest N = 1 ⊂ N = 2 SUSY, unitarity requires that our relevant
deformation resides in the superpotential. Furthermore, the N = 2 superconformal alge-
bra combined with unitarity restricts our relevant deformations to be of the types with
dimensions given in (4.4) (with jR = 0, 1/2) or their Q
2
α and (Q
2
α)
2 descendants (as long
as jR = 0).
26 More precisely, we turn on
δW = λiOi , D(Oi) = 3− ǫi , (4.8)
where each Oi must be characterized by one of the following sets of properties:
(i) Oi =
{
Q2α,
[
Q2α, Ôi
]}
|θ2,θ2 , with Ôi an N = 2 primary of SU(2)R spin zero and
R(Ôi) = 2(2− ǫi) as in (4.4); therefore, J(Oi) = −2ǫi and R(Oi) = 2− 2ǫi, or
(ii) Oi =
[
Q2α, Ôiα
]
|θ2,θ2 , with Ôiα an N = 2 primary of SU(2)R spin zero and R(Ôiα) =
5− 2ǫi as in (4.4); therefore, J(Oi) = 3− 2ǫi and R(Oi) = 4− 2ǫi, or
(iii) Oi is an N = 2 primary with SU(2)R spin zero, R(Oi) = 2(3 − ǫi), and J(Oi) =
2(3− ǫi) as in (4.4), or
(iv) Oi is an N = 2 primary with SU(2)R spin one-half (more precisely, the component
annihilated by Q1α˙), R(Oi) = 2(2− ǫi), and J(Oi) = 3− 2ǫi as in (4.4).
The deformations of class (i) are the N = 2-preserving prepotential deformations. The
deformations of type (ii)–(iv) preserve an N = 1 ⊂ N = 2 sub algebra. For example, the
deformations of type (iii) are similar in nature to the N = 2 → N = 1 breaking adjoint
mass deformation, δW = mTrΦ2 (see [57] for an interesting analysis of this term). The
only difference here is that we are considering almost marginal deformations, although we
will relax this condition below.
Let us now suppose that we deform our theory by turning on operators exclusively of
type (i), thus perserving N = 2.27 In more covariant notation, this deformation is just
δL ∼
∫
d2θ1d2θ2λiÔi + h.c. , (4.9)
where the integration is over the chiral half of N = 2 superspace and D(Ôi) = 12R(Ôi) =
2−ǫi (i.e., we use (4.4) with j = jR = 0). This deformation clearly breaks the J symmetry of
the UV SCFT. As discussed above, we could consider a UV theory with several decoupled
sectors, in which case we would have multiple independent J currents. However, the
deformation in (4.9) cannot couple these sectors, because this would require a composite
26Note that the operators described around (4.6), while relevant for jR ≤ 1, have integrally quantized
dimensions and are therefore not almost marginal; however, we will discuss these deformations at the end
of this section when we relax the condition on the dimension of the relevant deformation.
27We assume that the relevant deformation does not lead to spontaneous breaking of N = 2 SUSY. In
fact, since this deformation preserves SU(2)R, we can invoke the results of [51] to conclude that SUSY
breaking is unlikely.
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Ôi operator built out of gauge invariant operators from the various subsectors (unitarity
requires each such operator to have dimension at least one, which means that the dimension
of Ôi would be at least two). Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that the UV
theory has a single J current.
Now, since the operators in (4.9) are singlets under SU(2)R, we see that they are
uncharged under any flavor symmetries, FUV, of the UV SCFT. Indeed, we find that
〈Ôi(x)Ô†j(y)JFUV(0)〉 = 0 , Ôi(x)Ô
†
j
(0) 6⊃
T a
ij
x2−2ǫ
JFUVa , (4.10)
where JFUVa is the real moment map for the generator ta of the FUV symmetry (see the
discussion around (2.3) and (2.4)). The expressions in (4.10) follow from the fact that
JFUVa transforms as the σ3 part of an SU(2)R triplet of fields (these statements are just
the straightforward generalizations of the fact that the TrΦk Coulomb branch operators
are uncharged under flavor symmetries).
As a result, we see that the deformation (4.9) preserves the SU(2)R symmetry as well
as the full FUV flavor group.
28 In particular, with respect to the N = 1 superspace, S1,
parameterized by θ1α, θ1α˙, the deformation in (4.9) preserves a U(1)R symmetry given by
R = R˜N=1UV −
1
3
J = 2I3 , U = −1
2
J , (4.11)
where R˜N=1UV =
1
3R
N=2
UV +
4
3I3 is the UV superconformal R symmetry with respect to S1.
However, it is clear that (4.11) has the wrong SU(2)R quantum numbers to flow to the IR
superconformal R symmetry (with respect to S1).
29 Actually, we can be more careful and
distinguish between two possibilities:
1. The UV theory flows to a gapped phase (we do not know of any such examples).30
2. The IR theory is not gapped (we would generally expect that the IR theory has a
moduli space).
In the hypothetical first case, (4.11) correctly implies that aIR = cIR = 0. It then
follows that δa = aUV and δc = cUV cannot be parametrically small. There are at least
two ways to see this. One way is more specific to (certain) N = 2 theories, while the other
28Since the FUV symmetries are non-chiral, i.e., TrJFUV = TrJ
3
FUV
= 0, it is in principle possible that
FUV → 0 in the IR and decouples from the low energy physics. Note that TrJFUV = 0 follows from the
fact that J cannot appear in the J(x)JF (0) OPE, because it has the wrong SU(2)R quantum numbers.
Similarly, TrJ3FUV = 0 follows from noting that J
I
FUV
(x)JJFUV (0) = · · · + ǫ
IJ
K ·
κ
x2
JKFUV + · · ·. Since the
real moment map, JF , has I = 3, it follows that JF does not appear in the JFJF OPE, and so the flavor
symmetries cannot have cubic ’t Hooft anomalies.
29In fact, we reach the same conclusion even if we consider a more general linear combination of (4.11)
with any of the flavor symmetries of the UV theory (since the corresponding currents are SU(2)R singlets).
This statement is not surprising since these symmetries are non-chiral and hence do not mix with the
superconformal R current [44].
30Of course, the massive free hypermultiplet flows to a gapped phase in the IR. However, this theory has
no Ôi operators.
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is more general. The more N = 2-specific method is the following. For UV N = 2 theories
in which the formula [46, 58]
2a− c = 1
4
∑
i
(RN=2(Ôi)− 1) , R(Ôi) > 2 ∀i , (4.12)
holds (note that in (4.12) we sum over all SU(2)R singlet scalar chiral primaries of dimension
larger than one; in [46], this equality was demonstrated for any N = 2 SCFT that can be
embedded in an N = 2 gauge theory), we see that the existence of the Ôi in (4.9) implies
2aUV − cUV ≥
∑
i
1
4
(3− 2ǫi) > NO
4
≥ 1
4
. (4.13)
In arriving at the first inequality we have substituted the RN=2 charges of the Ôi into (4.12),
while in the second inequality we have used the fact that each of the NO ≥ 1 Ôi operators
has RN=2(Oi) > 2. Next, recall that unitarity implies cUV > 0 . Therefore, in any
hypothetical theory with a relevant prepotential deformation that takes the theory to a
gapped phase (and for which (4.12) applies), we have
δa >
1
8
. (4.14)
A more general argument showing that δa is bounded positively from below can be
formulated as follows: the conformal bootstrap results of [4, 5, 38] show that in any CFT
(certainly ones with scalar primaries of dimension 2 − ǫi), the c central charge cannot be
arbitrarily small (note that unitarity alone only shows that c > 0 and therefore does not
rule out c parametrically smaller than one). In particular, these authors showed that in a
general CFT with a dimension d scalar primary
c ≥ f(d) > 0 , (4.15)
where f is a universal function of the dimension, d (which is finite around d = 2). Our Ôi
have d = 2− ǫi. If we assume that these are the lowest dimensional scalar operators in the
theory, it turns out that [5]31
cUV &
1
60
. (4.16)
Now, recalling the central charge bounds of Hofman and Maldacena for N = 2 theories [2]
1
2
≤ a
c
≤ 5
4
, (4.17)
we see that
δa &
1
120
. (4.18)
This bound is weaker than the one derived by using the formula in (4.12) along with uni-
tarity, but the reasoning is more general. Note that if our Ôi are not the lowest dimension
31Our normalization of c differs from the one in [5]; we have chere = 1
15
cthere.
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scalar operators in the theory, then we expect the bound in (4.18) to become stronger
(using the reasoning in [5] applied to these lower-dimension operators).
Let us now consider the second (much more likely) case, namely that the IR theory is
not gapped (or, at least, the sector of the theory with the Ôi is not gapped). If the IR theory
is not described in terms of the same degrees of freedom as the UV theory (this condition
includes simple cases where we give mass to free fields), then (as we discussed in section
two) it must be the case that d is bounded positively from below (and similarly for δa under
the assumption of a non-fine-tuned decreasing a-function; these results also follow if the UV
or the IR has an ill-defined Zamolodchikov metric). On the other hand, if these conditions
are not satisfied, then the a-theorem implies that some accidental symmetries must emerge
and mix with R in (4.11) to produce the correct IR superconformal R current. The currents
corresponding to these accidental symmetries descend from UV vector operators, Oµ, of
dimension D = 3+γ > 3. In the appendix, we argue that approximately conserved currents
of the UV SCFT— i.e. Oµ operators with γ ≪ 1 — cannot mix with the IR superconformal
R current under these conditions. Therefore, the accidental symmetries must emerge from
badly broken UV symmetries with γ bounded finitely from below. As a result, d cannot be
arbitrarily small in this case either. Finally, under the assumption that a non fine-tuned a
function exists, δa should be bounded positively from below as well.
Another way to see that the description of the system must be more complicated is
to examine the RG flow at leading order in conformal perturbation theory. Since the
Zamolodchikov metrics, gij , of these theories are non-singular, an IR fixed point in the
neighborhood of our UV theory would yield
δa ∼ 4
3
τU =
1
3
τJ , (4.19)
parametrically small in the ǫi, where we have used (2.9), (4.11), and (2.13).
32 Now, since
J is in the same multiplet as the stress tensor, τJ ∼ cUV. More precisely,
τJ = −3Tr
(
1
3
RUVN=2 +
4
3
IUV3
)(
RUVN=2 − 2IUV3
)2
= −
(
Tr
(
RUVN=2
)3 − 12Tr RUVN=2 (IUV3 )2)
= −
(
9
2
(aUV − cUV)− 9
8
(4aUV − 2cUV)
)
=
9
4
· cUV . (4.21)
Therefore, we see that at leading order in conformal perturbation theory
δa =
3
4
· cUV . (4.22)
From (4.22), we see that if δa is parametrically small, then so too is cUV — this is a
contradiction. Indeed, we can again use the formula for 2a − c in (4.12) to show that
32Indeed, note that
〈U(x)JFUV (0)〉 = −
1
2
〈J(x)JFUV (0)〉 = 0 , (4.20)
where JFUV is the real moment map of some element in the UV flavor symmetry group. The last equation
follows from the fact that J is an SU(2)R singlet, while JFUV is part of an SU(2)R triplet.
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2aUV − cUV > 14 . Clearly if cUV ≪ 1, then the bounds of Hofman and Maldacena [2] are
badly violated. Alternatively, we can again use the bootstrap results of [4, 5, 38] to show
that cUV cannot be parametrically small.
Given these various obstructions, it seems unlikely that the N = 2 RG flow allows
theories in which δa or d can be parametrically small. Although we have not discussed
deformations by more strongly relevant operators, based on our above discussion, we do not
expect that we can produce small δa in this case either. We will return to such deformations
in the next subsection.
Let us now discuss the other allowed relevant deformations of our N = 2 UV SCFT.
We will also begin by assuming that we have a unique set of SU(2)R×U(1)R currents (and
a unique stress tensor). We will later relax this requirement. Note that in cases (ii) or (iii),
our deforming operators must be singlets under the N = 2 flavor symmetry group, FUV,
by logic similar to the reasoning used around (4.10). Only if the deforming operators are
N = 2 primaries of SU(2)R spin one-half (case (iv) above) can the deformation be charged
under FUV. In Lagrangian theories, deformations of type (iv) exist only when there are
free gauge-invariant hypermultiplets (or if the theory has N = 4 SUSY; we will discuss
N = 4 theories in the next section). More generally, under the assumption of having just
a single set of SU(2)R × U(1)R currents and a single stress tensor (with at most N = 2
SUSY), we are not aware of any examples of such operators. Therefore, we will focus on
the remaining cases (ii) and (iii) in which the Oi in (4.8) are singlets under FUV.
From the charges of the Oi under R and J , we see that for generic deformations of
type (ii) and/or (iii), (4.8) doesn’t preserve an R symmetry. Since the IR endpoint of
the flow must have a superconformal R symmetry, R˜IR, it follows from the proof in the
appendix that some of the couplings in (4.8) must flow to zero if we are to remain in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of TUV. As a result, nearby fixed points can always be
reached by considering RG flows generated by adding a subset of the Oi that preserve a
common R-symmetry to the superpotential.
For simplicity, let us consider an RG flow with δW = λiOi of type (iii) above (other
cases can be treated similarly). In this case, we have an R symmetry with U(Oi) = ǫ and
U = ǫ2(3−ǫ)J , i.e., the R symmetry current is just R̂µ = R˜
UV
µ +
ǫ
3(3−ǫ)J , where R˜
UV
µ is the
superconformal R symmetry current with respect to a chosen N = 1 ⊂ N = 2 sub-algebra.
From the discussion in section two, we see that, at leading order,
δa ∼ 4
3
τU =
ǫ2
3(3− ǫ)2 τJ =
3ǫ2
4(3− ǫ)2 cUV . (4.23)
In the second and third equalities we have again used (4.20) and (4.21) respectively. Note
that the factor of ǫ2 saves us from the various obstructions to finding δa parametrically
small that we found in the N = 2-preserving RG flows. Instead, we find various consistency
conditions on the UV central charges in theories with δa≪ 1.
In particular, we see that in order for there to be an N = 2 → N = 1 breaking RG
flow that is parametrically short, it must be the case that
aUV, cUV ∼ O(ǫ−N ), N < 2 . (4.24)
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As a result, we see that if the UV central charges are too large (relative to the inverse
of the deviation from marginality of the relevant deformation) then δa will not be small
and an N = 1 SCFT will not be “parametrically close” to the UV N = 2 SCFT (d0 will
be parametrically small if 1 < N).33 In particular, there can be no analog of the flow
considered in (3.5), because in that flow we have aUV, cUV ∼ O(ǫ−2). Note that the flow
in (3.5) has parametrically small δa because we only excite O(ǫ−1) degrees of freedom at
leading order. On the other hand, by comparing (4.23) to (3.4) and (3.6), we see that in
flowing from an N = 2 SCFT to a parametrically close N = 1 SCFT we excite of order all
the degrees of freedom in the N = 2 SCFT (since we excite of order the number of degrees
of freedom that contribute to cUV).
If, on the other hand, the UV theory has two or more sets of SU(2)R×U(1)R currents
and stress tensors, then we do not generally find simple relations of the form (4.22). For
example, suppose we have some UV SCFT, T , and some free decoupled hypermultiplet,
(Q, Q˜†). If the theory has a chiral primary of dimension 2− ǫ, Ô, then we can for example
couple it to Q via
δW = λÔQ . (4.26)
The deformation in (4.26) is of type (iv) since it has SU(2)R charge one-half and U(1)R
charge 2(2− ǫ). Furthermore, it is clearly charged under the symmetry that rotates Q by
a phase. We find that at leading order in conformal perturbation theory
δa ∼ 12ǫ
2 · cUV
9 · cUV + 16(2− ǫ)2 , (4.27)
where cUV is the central charge for the interacting part of the UV theory. Therefore, even
if cUV ∼ O(ǫ−N ) with N ≥ 2, we see that δa ∼ ǫ2 can be parametrically small, and the
flow can be described by leading order conformal perturbation theory. The reason that
δa can be parametrically small in this case is that, as in the N = 1 theory of (3.3), the
leading order quantum effects in this limit are captured by the change in the dimension of
the free field.34
Note that if we can find examples of operators of type (iv) in theories with a single stress
tensor, then we expect that it is possible to find results similar to (4.27) in such theories,
and the bounds in (4.24) will not necessarily hold. Finally, if we include deformations that
are (marginally) irrelevant at TUV but that become relevant after we turn on our genuinely
relevant deformations, then we again expect that we can find results similar to (4.27)
in theories with a single stress tensor (after all, we can add operators of the type (4.6)
with jR =
3
2).
33This statement is still true if we take into account the full perturbative corrections in the neighborhood
of the UV SCFT. In this case, (4.23) becomes
δa =
ǫ2(9cUV − 4ǫ · aUV)
4(3− ǫ)3
, (4.25)
which is still small if and only if (4.24) is satisfied (note that the Hofman-Maldacena bounds prevent the
cUV and aUV terms from approximately canceling in (4.25)).
34One can check that these statements still hold if we take into account higher-order quantum corrections.
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4.3 More general relevant deformations: away from marginality
In our discussion thus far we have assumed that the relevant deformations we turn on are
almost marginal (since the corresponding RG flows are, via the discussion in section two,
the only way to potentially find RG flows with d ∼ d0 arbitrarily small and are also natural
candidates for theories with δa arbitrarily small). Modulo some small assumptions, we can
show that turning on more strongly relevant deformations does not dramatically alter our
conclusions (let us emphasize that, in any case, d will not be parametrically small in the
RG flows of this section).
Indeed, the discussion around (4.11) based on the SU(2)R quantum numbers of the
preserved R symmetry still holds for cases in which the prepotential deformations are highly
relevant (since the identification U = −12J is independent of the dimension of the Ôi). In
fact, the discussion around (4.22) holds in these cases as well, and so does the reasoning in
the appendix.35
One small subtlety in our discussion of N = 2 RG flows is that if we consider highly
relevant prepotential deformations, then we should also consider an N = 2-preserving
deformation of the form
δW = maµa , (4.28)
where the µa are some of the dimension two holomorphic moment maps for the UV flavor
symmetry group (this is the generalization of adding a mass term for a hypermultiplet in a
weakly coupled gauge theory).36 For simplicity, we will assume that none of the µa become
irrelevant in the IR.37
Note that with deformations of the form (4.28), we can couple UV SCFTs with multiple
decoupled sectors. However, unitarity restricts this coupling to be a simple mass term for
free hypermultiplets (i.e., δW ∼ mQ1Q˜2). In this case, δa ≥ 49 . It remains to consider the
(more interesting) case of couplings of the form (4.28) in a UV theory with a single sector.
One interesting phenomenon that can occur in this case is that if the deformations
in (4.28) include non-abelian moment maps, then we can have broken N = 2 flavor sym-
metries that contribute to U (the µ operators for abelian symmetries are only charged
under J). In this case, δW can have (quantized) charges, qFi , under some non-abelian
flavor symmetry generators, TFi (with associated currents, JFi). We can then choose some
35We should note that turning on a relevant deformation may also force us to turn on various non-trivial
vevs that break J . In our class of RG flows, we assume that turning on any such vevs is a sub-leading
breaking of conformal invariance in the UV.
36Note that we could also imagine turning on an (electric and / or magnetic) N = 2 FI term. For example,
we could take δW = fΦ, where Φ is the N = 2 partner of the U(1) vector multiplet. This deformation
explicitly breaks SU(2)R and could lead to spontaneous SUSY breaking. If N = 2 SUSY is not broken,
then the vacuum of the theory must shift, and the U(1) symmetry will be Higgsed. However such a scenario
requires turning on an additional (marginally) irrelevant deformation (the U(1) gauge coupling), and we do
not consider such theories in this paper.
37If some of the µa do become irrelevant in the IR, there are two cases to check. First, suppose the
IR irrelevant µa play no role in the flow from TUV → TIR. In this case, we can omit them from the UV
deformation in (4.28), and our discussion is not affected. On the other hand, if the IR irrelevant µa play an
important role at short distances, we should not ignore them in our analysis, and using ’t Hooft anomaly
matching to compute δa will typically be unreliable.
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particular broken symmetry current, JF , that is orthogonal to all the preserved flavor sym-
metries of the theory. Denoting JF (δW ) = qF , we can attempt to use a-maximization
to compute the mixing of the conserved current J ′ = J + 2
qF
JF with U . Proceeding in
this way, we find that our trial R current is just Rb = R˜UV +
2
3
(−12J + bJ ′), and that
a-maximization selects
b =
6q2F (2aUV − cUV)−
√
q2F
(
9q2F c
2
UV + 48τF (4aUV − cUV)
)
6(4aUV − 3cUV)q2F − 32τF
, (4.29)
where τF is the two-point function for JF . Note that the Hofman-Maldacena bounds
(along with unitarity in the guise of τF > 0) guarantee that b is real (one can also check
that |b| <∞).
However, in order to have an IR superconformal R current with appropriate N = 2
quantum numbers, we need b = 12 , and we can see from (4.29) that this condition cannot be
satisfied for qF < ∞. Therefore, we are again in the situation of the previous subsection.
Another possibility is that our relevant operator is related to the nilpotent deformations
discussed in [59]. There the authors concluded that such deformations break N = 2 →
N = 1.38
In this case, we use (4.29) to compute δa = aUV − aIR. This function doesn’t have
extrema at finite values of qF . Instead, it slopes to zero as qF → ±∞ with
δa ≥ δamin = 4τF
3q2F
. (4.30)
Although the final quantity in (4.30) has not, to our knowledge, been directly bounded
from below (or even studied) in the literature, many similar lower bounds on current two-
point functions to operator charge squared ratios exist in the conformal bootstrap literature
(see, e.g., [4, 38] and the discussion around (2.7)). It is therefore reasonable to assume that
the quantity in (4.30) can be bounded universally from below using similar techniques
(in particular, one would need to generalize the bounds of [38] on fundamental matter to
adjoint matter). Note also that we have not been careful to check whether unitarity bounds
are violated. Such violations indicate the presence of accidental symmetries, and we may
run into problems when using ’t Hooft anomaly matching to compute δa.
Let us now discuss other N = 2 → N = 1 breaking RG flows in the presence of
more highly relevant deformations, δW = λiOi. We can again attempt to use a visible R
symmetry and see if we can find δa small in this case, since we can often find candidate
superconformal R currents that pass certain tests (keep in mind that d0 will still not be
small in this case). In order to find some candidate R currents, we should not turn on
Oi of type (iii) (or type (ii)) and deformations of the type in (4.28) simultaneously since
they do not preserve a common R symmetry.39 Let us focus on deformations of type (iii).
From (4.25), we see that the full δa cannot be small unless the dimensions of the deforming
38In some cases, one can also have the opposite situation: an N = 1 SCFT in the UV and an N = 2
SCFT in the IR. In this scenario, [59] uses the holographically derived results of [48].
39Since the IR theory must have an R-symmetry, it may happen that some of the relevant UV operators
become irrelevant and decay to zero in the IR. If these operators do not affect the flow, we may simply drop
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operators are either close to three (as in the discussion of the previous subsection) or if the
dimensions are in the range 1 < D . 65 .
40 Note that if 1 < D . 65 , and the UV theory
has any N = 2 flavor symmetry, then we have been too quick in trusting (4.25) (in fact,
this formula breaks down already for slightly larger D). Indeed, the holomorphic moment
map operators, µa, for the N = 2 flavor symmetry violate the unitarity bound in the
IR unless accidental symmetries emerge. In particular, under the R symmetry discussed
above (4.23), we find that R˜(µa) .
1
3 . Of course, we are assuming that the µa do not flow
to zero in the IR. Presumably, if this were the case, then δa would be bounded from below
(at least if the µa are holomorphic moment maps for non-abelian symmetries).
41
As a result, by our above discussion and the reasoning in appendix A, we expect that
δa cannot be made parametrically small in such RG flows. In particular, we see that the
central charge bounds in (4.24) should be respected unless we start from a UV SCFT
without N = 2 flavor symmetry, and we deform it with operators, Oi, of 1 < D . 65 . In
this case, if we can tune aUV ∼ 94(3−D)cUV, then it may be possible to find δa parametrically
small and to simultaneously violate the bounds in (4.24), although such a solution may
still fail. For example, we should analyze other operators for unitarity bound violations or
look for more subtle problems with the descriptions of these RG flows.
4.4 Examples
One natural way to obtain deformations of type (i) or of type (iii) is to consider Argyres-
Douglas (AD) theories [60–63] (see also the recent review in [64]) and their generalizations
[47, 65] (e.g., theories found by reducing the six-dimensional AN−1 (2, 0) theory on a sphere
with one irregular singularity and either zero or one additional regular singularities). Such
theories are interesting because they have chiral primaries with rational dimensions.42
Indeed, since the rationals are dense in the real numbers, we can also consider a certain
limiting class of these theories and often find N = 2 SCFTs with prepotential deformations
of dimension 2− ǫ and ǫ≪ 1 parametrically small (we can also often find N = 2→ N = 1
breaking superpotential deformations of dimension 3− ǫ).
For example, we can consider N = 2 preserving RG flows of type (i) between the I2,2n
and I2,2(n−1) SCFTs of [47] (here n is an integer; these SCFTs were originally studied in [62]
and are the AD points of the SU(2n) and the SU(2n − 2) gauge theory respectively). In
this case, one finds an almost marginal operator, ÔI2,2n , of dimension D(ÔI2,2n) = 2nn+1 ∼
them from the UV superpotential deformation. On the other hand, if these IR irrelevant operators play a
role at short distances, we will generically have accidental symmetries in the IR when these operators decay
to zero, and we will typically not be able to use ’t Hooft anomaly matching to compute δa.
40In the latter case, we might still think of the RG flow as exciting all the degrees of freedom in the
theory since U ∼ J .
41Recall from the discussion in the introduction that if we can generalize the bounds of [38] to arbitrary
non-abelian symmetry groups and matter representations, then we can bound τUVa > 0 positively from
below and so we would expect that if µa flows to zero, then δa is bounded positively from below as well (as
long as we can write a non-fine-tuned a-function).
42Theories found by reducing the AN−1 (2, 0) theory on an arbitrary genus surface with only regular
singularities [66] yield integer scaling dimensions and are therefore only potentially useful if we wish to
study RG flows with strongly relevant deformations.
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2
(
1− 1
n
)
when n ≫ 1. For these RG flows δa = 163
(
1− 1
n
+ 1(1+n)
)
≥ 83 , and δa → 163 in
the large n limit.43 Note that we should actually be a bit more careful. The IR theory has
a decoupled U(1) multiplet which gives a contribution δaIR =
20
9 . As a result, we find that
δa→ 289 in the large n limit.
This example illustrates our main claim: even though we have a parametrically
marginal prepotential deformation, the flow in theory space is not arbitrarily small (δa
in this case is equivalent to the central charge of seven free hypermultiplets).
Similarly, for flows between the I2,2n−1 and I2,2(n−1)−1 SCFTs, there is an almost
marginal operator, ÔI2,2n−1 , of dimension D(ÔI2,2n−1) = 2 · 2n−12n+1 ∼ 2
(
1− 1
n
)
for n ≫ 1.
One finds δa = 4(16n
2+32n−5)
3(4n2+8n+3)
≥ 17245 while δa→ 163 in the limit of large n. Again, we should
be careful to include the contribution of a decoupled U(1) multiplet in the IR. This small
modification implies that δa→ 289 in the large n limit.
We can also consider an N = 2 → N = 1 breaking RG flow by taking the I3,3n−1
(n ≫ 1) theory of [47] and deforming it by δW = λOI3,3n−1 , where OI3,3n−1 is the SU(2)R
singlet chiral operator of dimension D = 9n−33n+2 ∼ 3− 3n . Note that this theory satisfies our
consistency condition for parametrically small δa in (4.24) since ǫ = 3
n
, aUV, cUV ∼ O(ǫ−1)
(although d0 ∼ O(1)). Indeed, we find that
δa =
1
2
ǫ+O(ǫ2)≪ 1 . (4.31)
Hence, we see that there can be a parametrically close N = 1 fixed point in perturbation
theory (we do not see any unitarity bound violations in the chiral sector).
4.5 An aside on vevs and moduli spaces
We have assumed that our RG flows involve explicit conformal symmetry breaking in the
SCFT and that any vevs we turn on for SCFT operators are sub-leading deformations in
the UV (note that if we embed the above AD theories in a parent gauge theory, then we
can reinterpret the conformal symmetry breaking as being due to giving a vev to a field
coupled to the UV SCFT via an irrelevant interaction [60]). Of course, there are many RG
flows in N = 2 SUSY that are driven (or even initiated) by turning on vevs for operators
and moving out on a moduli space (we will discuss the case of N = 4 SUSY momentarily).
Typically, such deformations are not small from the perspective of the RG flow, because
the IR theory must produce a state with dimension one (the dilaton) from a UV theory
that usually contains operators of dimensions that are not parametrically close to one.4445
On the other hand, if we turn on vevs for operators that only interact with the SCFT via
highly irrelevant interactions, then we may find small deformations from the perspective
of the RG flow [39] (in this paper we do not study such theories).
43Our normalization for a differs from the one in [47] by a factor of 32
3
, i.e., ahere =
32
3
athere.
44Note that this concept of the size of the deformation is not related to the existence of a natural metric
on the moduli space of the theory.
45Even if we turn on a vev for an operator of dimension 1+ ǫ ∼ 1, this action typically triggers a relevant
deformation of the theory that is not small. Heuristically, this is because the operator must acquire its
dimension through some interactions, and turning on a vev will result in some highly relevant deformations.
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5 RG flows from N = 4 SYM
In this section we will study bounds on δa for RG flows in which the UV SCFT is the
maximally supersymmetric theory. Under the assumption that there are no (as yet undis-
covered) non-Lagrangian N = 4 theories (see [67, 68] for a discussion of this possibility), we
can define the maximally supersymmetric theory by the choice of a gauge group, G, and a
choice of the exactly marginal gauge coupling. The maximal SUSY fixes the superpotential
to be
W =
√
2Tr ([Φ1,Φ2]Φ3) , (5.1)
where the Φi are N = 1 adjoint chiral superfields. The theory is finite, and the supercon-
formal R charges of the various fields are fixed to be R˜(Φi) =
2
3 .
46 The a anomaly can
then be easily computed (since we can compute a at any point on the conformal manifold
parameterized by the complexified gauge coupling, we can imagine doing this computation
in the free field limit of the theory), and we find
aN=4 =
8
3
· |G| , (5.2)
where |G| is the dimension of the gauge group.
Let us first study deformations that preserve N = 4 SUSY. In this case, the only
type of deformation we can make is to go out on the moduli space of the theory. Clearly,
the resulting vevs will render at least one of the N = 4 vector multiplets massive. After
integrating out this massive matter, we find
δa ≥ 8
3
. (5.3)
In particular, N = 4 theories cannot be parametrically close to each other (unless they are
just related by a small change in the exactly marginal coupling).47
Next let us suppose the RG flow explicitly breaks the UV N = 4 SUSY to N = 1, 2.
Clearly, we will have to turn on a dimension two operator in order to accomplish this
breaking. It is straightforward to check that the corresponding IR theory results in δa
macroscopically large. For example, suppose we turn on an N = 1-preserving mass term
for one of the adjoints
W =
√
2Tr ([Φ1,Φ2]Φ3) +mTrΦ
2
3 . (5.4)
In the IR, we flow to an N = 1 SCFT with the following superpotential
W = hTr
(
[Φ1,Φ2]
2
)
. (5.5)
At this fixed point, the superconformal R symmetry assigns R˜IR(Φ1,2) =
1
2 and the con-
formal anomaly is aIR =
9
4 |G|, so δa = 512 |G| cannot be made parametrically small.
46Here we write the standard N = 1 ⊂ N = 4 superconformal R charge that assigns to gauge invariant
chiral primaries, O, dimension D = 3
2
R˜(O).
47Note that in our conventions, we do not count motion on the conformal manifold as an RG flow (in
this case such a motion would correspond to adjusting the exactly marginal gauge coupling of the theory).
Such paths result in δa = 0.
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6 Conclusion and discussion
We have seen that, under reasonable assumptions, two N ≥ 2 SCFTs cannot be parametri-
cally close to each other in the space of theories if they are linked by an RG flow initiated by
a relevant deformation that preserves N = 2 SUSY (if the UV theory is N = 4, this state-
ment holds even for massive N = 1 deformations). We bound the distance between theories
using the change in the a anomaly and the Zamolodchikov metric in the neighborhood of
the UV theory.
However, since our analysis of N = 2 theories provides only an existence argument for
such bounds (note that our discussion applies equally well to both Lagrangian and non-
Lagrangian N = 2 theories), it would be of interest to try to establish an explicit positive
bound on δa (and d). For certain classes of N = 2 theories, one may be able to find an
explicit bound on δa by using the expression in [46] for the a anomaly in terms of certain
geometrical data of the Seiberg-Witten curve (and perhaps bounds on the change in a have
an interesting geometrical meaning).
In the appendix, we show that for N = 2 RG flows, the IR superconformal R current
can only mix with badly broken symmetries of the short-distance theory under certain
assumptions, i.e., that there exists some γuniv > 0 such that the corresponding currents
have UV dimension bounded below by 3 + γuniv. It would be very interesting to derive a
value for γuniv.
More generally, it might be useful to pursue a “bootstrap” program for the RG flow
in which we can bound important quantities in different classes of theories just using
symmetries and universal principles.
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A Approximate symmetries in N = 2 SCFTs and the RG flow
In this appendix, we analyze the role approximately conserved UV currents play in RG
flows that emanate from N = 2 SCFTs and are initiated by relevant deformations that
break conformal symmetry explicitly. Our discussion applies both to RG flows that preserve
the full N = 2 SUSY as well as those that explicitly break N = 2 → N = 1. We will
argue that approximately conserved currents of the N = 2 UV SCFT do not mix with
the IR superconformal R current as long as we demand that the UV and IR theories have
well-defined Zamolodchikov metrics48 and that the UV and IR theories can be written
48In particular, we assume that there are no free non-abelian gauge fields and no free abelian gauge fields
with zero coupling.
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in terms of the same degrees of freedom (and are therefore in the same patch of theory
space).49 In particular, this result implies that for the subset of such theories preserving
the full N = 2 SUSY
• There must be badly broken symmetries in the UV theory that become conserved
in the IR and mix with the superconformal R current. The corresponding currents
should have UV dimension bounded below by 3 + γuniv, where γuniv > 0.
Therefore, it follows that
• If d < Duniv in (1.4), then d ∼ d0 cannot be parametrically small, i.e., there exists
some duniv > 0 such that d > duniv.
• If there exists a non-fine-tuned decreasing a-function, then there is a ∆0,univ > 0 such
that δa > ∆0,univ.
To begin, let us suppose that we have some UV N = 2 SCFT with a set of approxi-
mately conserved currents, J˜iµ (i = 1, · · ·, N is an index for the broken currents; since they
are approximately conserved, they have dimensions 3+ǫi with ǫi ≪ 1). As discussed in the
text, conserved currents may be embedded as descendants in multiplets with real primaries
of SU(2)R spin zero and dimension two (in which case they correspond to SU(2)R×U(1)R
currents and are in a multiplet with the stress tensor) or they may be embedded as descen-
dants in multiplets with primaries of SU(2)R spin one and dimension two (in which case
they are “flavor” symmetries, i.e., symmetries that commute with the N = 2 supercon-
formal algebra).50 When symmetries are broken, the corresponding currents pair up with
some of the symmetry-breaking data to form long multiplets.
Let us first focus on approximate symmetries that arise from real primaries of SU(2)R
spin zero, JI (where I = 1, · · ·, NS). If the corresponding currents are approximately
conserved, it is reasonable to assume that — at least in one duality frame — the lack
of conservation arises from weakly coupling two or more decoupled SCFTs, TI (with I
counting the decoupled sectors; note that the TI may be free or interacting) so that the
NS independent SU(2)R × U(1)R currents and stress tensors are broken to a single set of
R symmetry currents and stress tensor for the coupled system.51
49Theories with ill-defined Zamolodchikov metrics, or theories in which the UV and IR theories are
described in terms of different degrees of freedom necessarily have d ∼ d0 > Duniv in (1.4). If we assume
that there exists a non-fine-tuned a-function, then there is a ∆0,univ > 0 such that δa > ∆0,univ.
50Spin one conserved currents can also arise in multiplets that include higher spin conserved currents. In
the notation of [53], these multiplets are denoted Ĉ0(j,j) and have dimension D = 2+j+j with j+j > 0 (see
the discussion around (4.7)). By the results of [69, 70], these currents must reside in an “essentially” free
sector of the theory, F . More precisely, F is a sector with an infinite number of higher spin currents whose
correlation functions are equivalent to those of a free theory. Since we know that these spin one currents
do not mix with the superconformal R current in a free theory (they do not enter into a-maximization),
it then seems reasonable to assume that these currents can never mix with the superconformal R current.
Therefore, even if such symmetries emerge in the IR, we ignore them below.
51For example, consider the SU(3) N = 2 gauge theory with six hypermultiplets at very strong coupling.
This theory has approximately conserved symmetries arising from several JI (in addition to an exact
SU(2)R × U(1)R symmetry) even though it naively appears to have a single sector. In fact, as explained
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If we assume that the coupling between the TI is due to an exactly marginal deforma-
tion, it is straightforward to check that this coupling occurs via an N = 2 gauging.52 Note
that we could also attempt to couple the TI by a relevant deformation. However, relevant
prepotential couplings between the theories are prohibited by unitarity, and moment map
couplings simply reduce to mass terms for free hypermultiplets.
As a result, in N = 2 SCFTs with approximately conserved JI , we expect to have
terms of the form
δW =
∑
i
(
Θi
2π
+
4πi
g2i
)
Tr W 2i +
√
2
∑
i,I
Tr Φi · µiI + · · · , (A.1)
where µiI is a holomorphic moment map (with jI,R = 1 and RI = 0) for some symmetry, Gi,
in TI that we weakly gauge (Φi is the corresponding chiral adjoint superfield, (Θi, gi) are
the corresponding theta angles and gauge couplings, and i = 1, · · ·, NG runs over the global
symmetry groups we gauge). If Gi is not a symmetry of some particular TI , then we set
µiI = 0 in (A.1). Since JI(µ
i
J) = −2δIJ (as long as Gi is a symmetry of TI) and JI(Φi) = 0,
it is clear that (A.1) breaks the various JI symmetries (and the JΦi symmetries which
assign JΦi(Φj) = 2δij and JΦi(µ
j
I) = 0) down to a diagonal symmetry, J , which satisfies
J(µiI) = −J(Φi) = −2 . (A.2)
in [71], this theory secretly has several modules since it is dual to a copy of the E6 theory [72] with a weakly
gauged SU(2) ⊂ E6 subgroup coupled to two doublets.
52One amusing but rather indirect way to understand this statement is the following. Suppose the TI are
not coupled by an N = 2 gauging. Then, we would be forced to couple the TI by introducing terms of the
form δW = λO with O = O1 · · · ON̂ a composite operator built out of gauge-invariant (N = 1 ⊂ N = 2)
primaries from the various TI . Since our theory is an SCFT, it must be the case that O has SU(2)R spin
one (with I3 ⊂ SU(2)R charge +1) and U(1)R charge +2 (these charges are with respect to the symmetries
of the combined SCFT).
Since the TI are SCFTs and we couple them via an exactly marginal interaction, each Oa must have
either
(i) SU(2)R spin zero and U(1)R charge R ≥ 2 (and therefore dimension D(Oa) =
R
2
and JI(Oa) = R,
where JI = RN=2 − 2I3 for the SCFT TI to which Oa belongs).
(ii) SU(2)R spin jR ≥
1
2
and U(1)R charge zero (and therefore dimension D(Oa) = 2jR and JI(Oa) =
−2jR).
(iii) SU(2)R spin jR ≥
1
2
and U(1)R charge R ≥ 2 (and therefore dimension D(Oa) = 2jR +
R
2
and
JI(Oa) = R− 2jR).
Since O has R = 2, it must be the case that there is one and only one Oa of type (i) or (iii), and this Oa
must have R = 2. Let us suppose it is of type (i). In this case, Oa is just the lowest component of a free
U(1) N = 2 vector superfield. As a result, O must in fact be marginally irrelevant, since adding it to the
superpotential necessarily breaks the symmetry that rotates Oa by a phase [49]. Therefore, such operators
cannot contribute to the deformation coupling the two theories. Next let us suppose that our Oa is of type
(iii). In this case, Oa is either SU(2)R spin one or one half. If it is SU(2)R spin one, then O = Oa, and there
is no coupling between the TI unless we also have an O with Oa of SU(2)R spin one half. For this operator,
we must have that O = OaO
′, where O′ is an operator from a different SCFT of type (ii) with jR =
1
2
and
R = 0. As a result, we see that O′ is part of a free hypermultiplet, and so O must be marginally irrelevant
since adding it to the superpotential breaks the symmetry that rotates O′ by a phase [49]. It then follows
that if we wish to weakly couple the TI via an exactly marginal deformation, we must do so by an exactly
marginal gauging.
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Note that each individual JI is anomalous as well since, by unitarity, ifGi is a symmetry
of TI ,53 then TrJIGiGi = TrRN=2,IGiGi = −τGi |TI < 0 (here τGi |TI is the two point func-
tion of the gauge currents, JGi , in TI). Furthermore, note that TrJΦiGiGi = 2C2(Adji) > 0,
where C2(Adji) is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint representation of JG. Anomaly free-
dom of J and marginality of the gauge couplings require
2C2(Adji) =
∑
I
τGi |TI ,
∑
I
τGiGj 6=i |TI = 0 . (A.3)
Neglecting mixed anomalies, we can form NS non-anomalous combinations out of the
NG + NS {JΦi , JI} operators (one of which is J in (A.2) and the rest of which can be
parameterized by aΦiJΦi +
∑
aIJI) by solving the following NG equations (the index i is
not summed over)
2aΦiC2(Adji)−
∑
I
aIτGi |TI = 0 . (A.4)
All of these currents except for J are broken by the superpotential terms (A.1) (any mixed
anomalies will further reduce the set of available non-anomalous symmetries).
Given our above N = 2 theory with approximately conserved JI and JΦi symmetries,
we can now consider turning on a relevant deformation. Let us suppose that we preserve
N = 2 SUSY. Since we assume that the IR theory has a well-defined Zamolodchikov metric
and that it can be written in terms of the same degrees of freedom as the UV theory (in
particular, that the non-abelian symmetries of the UV theory do not decouple in the IR),
then (A.1) must still be present in the IR. Since the µiI and Φi in (A.1) cannot be charged
under (broken or conserved) flavor symmetries (otherwise these symmetries would not
commute with the gauge symmetry), it follows that the approximately conserved JI and
JΦi cannot mix with the IR superconformal R current (they would result in R˜IR(δW ) 6= 2).
Note that we have not yet discussed emergent flavor symmetries. In fact, such sym-
metries turn out to be irrelevant for our purposes since they are non-chiral and do not
mix with the IR superconformal R current, R˜IR. Furthermore, there cannot be emergent
symmetries that are linear combinations, ĴA, of broken flavor symmetries with the ap-
proximately conserved JI or JΦi symmetries, since some of the Φiµ
i
I would necessarily be
charged under these linear combinations.
Next let us consider RG flows with N = 2→ N = 1 breaking. In this case, the IR ΦiµiI
couplings in (A.1) need not be related to IR gauge couplings (since the long-distance theory
only has N = 1 SUSY). One might then imagine that these superpotential terms could be
irrelevant in the IR and flow to zero (without the Zamolodchikov metric being ill-defined),
thus allowing some non-anomalous combinations of the JI to mix with R˜IR. In fact, this
is not possible. To understand this statement, first note that (A.3) and (A.4) imply∑
I
(aΦi − aI)τGi |TI = 0 . (A.5)
Defining ρIi = aΦi − aI , we see that the corresponding approximate UV J ′ symmetry
assigns charge J ′(Tr Φi · µiI) = 2ρIi (when Gi is a symmetry of TI). In particular, there
53By construction, there must be at least one non-trivial Gi for each TI .
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must be at least one ρI0i0 < 0 and another ρI1i0 > 0 (since the τGi |TI > 0 by unitarity).
Now, suppose that J ′ mixes with R˜IR. Then, the corresponding Tr Φi0 · µi0I0,1 operators
would have to be irrelevant in the IR since they would have R˜IR charge different from two.
However, if these operators are irrelevant, then they are primaries of the IR theory. It then
follows that one of these two operators will be relevant in the IR (since their IR dimensions
are then given by DIR =
3
2R˜IR). This is a contradiction.
Now let us consider flavor symmetries in RG flows with N = 2 → N = 1 breaking.
Again, if an approximately conserved N = 2 flavor symmetry flows to some non-chiral
symmetry in the IR, then we do not expect that it should contribute to the IR supercon-
formal R current. On the other hand, we can imagine that the approximately conserved
UV N = 2 flavor symmetry flows to a chiral symmetry in the IR (since the IR theory is only
N = 1). All such examples we are aware of are just symmetries of the form corresponding
to ĴA discussed in a previous paragraph. As a result, we again do not expect approxi-
mately conserved UV flavor symmetries to mix with the IR superconformal R current for
the N = 1 fixed point.
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